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Last Name: Karps

First Name: Jennifer
Title:

Tree Program Coordinator

Institution:

City of Portland Environmental Services

Institution Type:

municipal government/utility

Mailing Address:

1120 SW 5th Ave., Suite 1000

State:

City:

Portland

Phone:

(503) 823-2263

Email:

jennifer.karps@portlandoregon.gov

Website:

www.portlandoregon.gov/bes/trees

Education:

Zip Code:

OR

97204

Click green space to upload photo

Ph.D:

MS:

biogeography

BS:

env sci; biology

Which platforms do you use (select all that apply):
Slack Trello Base Camp One Drive Google Drive Drop Box

✔

✔

✔

✔

Short Bio:
Jennifer has an M.S. in biogeography, is an ISA-certified arborist and municipal specialist, and has over twenty years’ academic
and practical experience in plant ecology, environmental science, and forest dynamics with a focus on urban environments. Since
2002, Jennifer has developed and supported programs for the city of Portland’s Urban Forestry and Watershed Services groups.
Currently, Jennifer implements partnership-based tree planting and education programs for the City and teaches undergraduate
and graduate-level resource management courses in the Geography Department at Portland State University. When she is not
working, teaching, or volunteering for the urban forest, Jennifer enjoys finishing half marathons.

What are your agency or community's greatest environmental challenges:
We live and do our work in a highly modified environment, and we rely on aging and failing infrastructure to keep our watersheds and
communities healthy and safe. Keeping our grey and green infrastructure working is complex and expensive work, the cost of which is a
burden for many Portlanders. The greatest environmental challenge of our lifetime is the anticipated and unanticipated effects of climate
change on our infrastructure systems.

What are the major knowledge gaps/scientific questions that need to be answered to address these
environmental challenges?

How will the effects of climate change on natural processes manifest in problems
with green and grey infrastructure?

What successes has your agency/community had with green infrastructure when addressing these challenges?

My program plants trees for stormwater management, urban heat island mitigation,
and to reduce inequities in the benefits provided to Portlanders by their urban forest.
We endeavor to source trees that will be resilient under changing climate regimes,
and we focus significant outreach and education effort on proper tree establishment,
especially watering during summer drought.
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